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Mobile Personal Training has been an attractive service for many 
years to people who aren’t keen to use traditional gym offerings, and 
offers Personal Trainers a potentially lower cost way of running a 
business along with more control over how you run it when compared 
to working in someone else’s gym environment or owning your own 
facility.  For the purposes of this course we are classifying ‘Mobile’ as 
anyone who either visits clients, has clients visit their home, or works 
from a community based location.

Chris Burgess will take you through how to market and generate leads 
for your mobile business, with a look into which people are better 
suited for the services you offer and how to target them. 

Gregg Slater will take you through practical training and programming 
to ensure that you can run an incredibly high level service that is 
usually associated with needed flashy kit and facilities. 

By the end of this course you will have knowledge and skills to grow 
and deliver a fantastic mobile personal training business on your 
terms that fits in with your life. 

Mobile 
Personal 
Training 

MOBILE 
PERSONAL 
TRAINING
Gregg Slater & 
Chris Burgess
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This workbook will help you get the most out of the course.  You will see the book 
mirrors the courses lesson format.  For each lesson there are a number of aims 
that represent the key learning points for that section of the course.  We have 
provided space to write your notes as you go through and there is spare note space 
at the end of the workbook in case you need more than we have provided for any 
of the lessons.

The space for action points is where the magic happens.  We all know that learning 
is only useful if we do something with the knowledge so for each lesson make a 
note of what you are going to do as a result of what you have learnt.  Make the 
action as specific as possible and set yourself a manageable timeframe.  If you 
have some kind of to do list or schedule of action points make sure you transfer 
these actions to that and get them done.

Each lesson has 2-3 quiz questions that need to be completed on the members 
site in order to proceed.  We have provided space for you to make a note of your 
answers to these questions as you go through the content so you are prepared for 
the questions. Not only will this workbook help you as you complete the course 
but, if used effectively, it will also provide you with a source of key information you 
can refer back to.

Good Luck! 

How to use  
this workbook
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LIFT THE BAR EDUCATION

THE JOURNEY: A GUIDE TO NUTRITIONAL COACHING05

AIMS:

Key Learning Points

ORIENTATE THE MAP  

Client consultation and baselines  

 ― Learn how to prepare for a client
 ― Decide what information you need to know to work with a client
 ― Consider how best to gather the information

LESSON: 

01
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THE JOURNEY: A GUIDE TO NUTRITIONAL COACHING05

AIMS:

Key Learning Points

ORIENTATE THE MAP  

Client consultation and baselines  

 ― Learn how to prepare for a client
 ― Decide what information you need to know to work with a client
 ― Consider how best to gather the information

LESSON: 

01

Aims
This section will highlight 
the main learning focus for 
the lesson

Key Learning Points
Use this area to make 
notes as you go through 
the lesson

Action Points
Summarise your learning from 
the lesson. What actions are you 
going to take as a result of what 
you’ve learnt?  When are you 
going to complete it?

Quiz Questions
Write your answers to the 
questions here in preparation for 
completing the online quiz.
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 ― Introduce the course in general and specifically the business element of mobile 
personal training.

 ― Understand the importance of providing evidence. 

LESSON: 

01 Introduction
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Tasks

1. For each of the elements below tick the box to indicate where you have evidence that supports the 
message. The evidence you have should be able to stand up to scrutiny and be supported with client quotes, 
feedback and performance. 

Add notes below relating to the evidence you have:

Add notes below relating to the evidence you need to collate:

  1. Your methods are SAFE 

  2. Your Methods are effective

  3. You are respectful of the location(s) where you deliver your sessions

  4. Your methods achieve your clients’ goals

  5. Clients LOVE their training sessions

  6. You are trustworthy
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 ― Understand why people buy PT generally and mobile PT specifically

LESSON: 

02 Who Buys Mobile PT?
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Action Points

Task

1. In this lesson Chris suggested 6 major reasons why people buy Personal Training.  In the space below add 2 
more reasons that you have encountered for people wanting to work with you and why the service you offer is 
appropriate for them. 
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 ― Consider the way you work and how that helps clients get results 
 ― Understand how sharing that information will influence people during the buying process.

LESSON: 

03 Proof of Concept: Achieving Goals
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Tasks

1. What is the best result you have seen with a client over 30 days? (This allows you to offer an expected result 
based on reality)  

Finish this sentence: Over a 30 day period, one of my clients achieved the incredible result of                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

 and it made them feel                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

2. What decisions do you make for clients on their behalf that shortens the distance from where they are to 
what they want to be? 
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Tasks

3. How many sessions with you will it take for someone to FEEL a difference? 

4. How many sessions with you will it take for someone to LOOK different? 
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Tasks

5. What have your 5 most recent clients achieved over the last 30 days? 

6. How do you assess progress with clients? 

7. Do your sessions hurt? 
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 ― Consider the way you work and how that would appeal to people who feel self 
conscious about training.

 ― Understand how sharing that information will influence people during the 
buying process.

LESSON: 

04 Proof of Concept: Self Conscious Clients
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Tasks

1. How do you promote yourself as kind/accepting towards clients who are self conscious?

2. Provide a specific client quote where they have said how comfortable you make them feel in training vs 
having to go to a gym.

3. Provide a link to clear visuals you have online that show exactly what it looks like to work with you.

4. What do clients say about your trustworthiness?

5. Detail the last time you felt self conscious and out of place? What did you feel emotionally? What did you feel 
physically? What happened when you tackled those feelings?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 ― Consider how you provide accountability and motivation to help your clients.
 ― Understand how sharing that information will influence people during the 

buying process.

LESSON: 

05
Proof of Concept:
Motivation and Accountability
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Tasks

1. How do you make clients accountable to you and themselves? (Think both tools and communication)

2. Provide a client quote that states they would have stopped long ago without your accountability .
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Tasks

3. What do you do or say in order to support clients feeling competent in their own abilities and behaviours?

4. What do you do in order to clearly show that a client’s goal matters to YOU? Can you provide an example of 
a client’s goal mattering to you?
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Tasks

5. Can you show evidence of you and a client ‘being in it together’ in regards to their journey and goals?

6. How do you offer feedback in training? How do you offer feedback on their lifestyle behaviour? Who values 
your feedback?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 ― Consider how you offer convenience to your clients.
 ― Understand how sharing that information will influence people during the 
buying process.

LESSON: 

06 Proof of Concept: Convenience
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Tasks

1. What does your most valuable client appreciate most about how you run your business?

2. How do you decide on the fastest possible route to a client achieving their goals?
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Tasks

3. Provide a quote about how convenient clients find your service.

4. What kit do you have and why is a £3k treadmill and £4k cross trainer NOT better than what you have?
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Tasks

5. Why is Joe Wicks (or any downloadable online programme) NOT as convenient as having a coach 
(think here what 2 way communication and feedback REALLY provides). 

6. Surely you can’t provide life changing results from a client’s living room? Or can you? Can you show me 
evidence that a client HAS done it or is doing it?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 ― Consider how you help clients reduce their risk of morbid disease.
 ― Understand how sharing that information will influence people during the 
buying process.

LESSON: 

07 Proof of Concept: Morbid Disease
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Action Points

1. Explain what exercise does for people who suffer with morbid diseases such as diabetes and hypertension. 

2. If a client can reduce their medication because they have been eating well and exercising regularly, what 
might that mean in their day to day life?
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Tasks

3. Morbid disease risk goes up as we age. In under 200 words explain what YOU can offer people to reduce 
that risk.
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Tasks

4. Chronic pain impacts everything from mood to sleep and therefore it hugely impacts choices that the client 
makes with food and exercise - by reducing pain we can literally change how a client sees the world - has this 
ever happened with your clients? 
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 ― Consider what it is like to train with you and what your training environment is like.
 ― Understand how sharing that information will influence people during the buying 
process.

LESSON: 

08 Proof of Concept: The Training Environment 
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Tasks

1. What does it look like to train with you? Provide links to both videos and photos

2.  What does it SOUND like to train with you? Provide a video with clear audio of a client training that makes 
you happy.

3. What is your hygiene policy? 

4. What is the minimum space you need in order to offer someone a great workout?

5. Provide a link to your training session risk assessment. 
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 ― Understand what social proof is and how it differs from proof of concept.
 ― Understand how we can influence and systemise social proof.

LESSON: 

09 Social Proof
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Tasks

1. How many social media channels do you have access to? 

Number of clients on Facebook:                                         

Number of Clients on Instagram:                                         

Number of clients I regularly email:                                        

Number of Facebook pages I have:                                        

Number of Instagram pages I have:                                        

Total Channels =                                            

2. How many of those channels have spoken about your service positively in the last week?
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Tasks

3. List your clients below and put a tick next to their name when you have done a post or story that you have 
tagged them in.

Client Name Done
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Tasks

4. Provide a link to a photo of you hanging out socially with a client. 

5. Use the space below to pitch an incentive you can offer when clients ‘Check in’ to your pages or tag your 
pages on social media. 
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 ― Understand what makes an advert work and the importance of preparing the ground 
in advance of creating an advert.

LESSON: 

10 Advertising 
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Action Points
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 ― Understand how boosting a post can help
 ― Learn how to boost a Facebook post

LESSON: 

11 Boosting a Post
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Action Points

Task

1. Head to Facebook and boost a post to the 3 most important geographical areas for your business without 
changing any of the text.
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

3. What is the best result you can offer someone in 30 days?

2. What are the benefits that the features offer?

1. What are the 3 biggest features of your service?

Create a Call to Action Advert

Tasks

 ― Understand the role of a call to action advert and where you might want to point 
someone towards your website.

LESSON: 

12 Call to Action Advertising
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Tasks

4. Who would find your service most convenient?

6. What is the best quote you have EVER had about your service?

5. Who won’t you work with?

Now use the space below to write an advert using the answers you wrote above.
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 ― To identify other areas that need to be addressed within your business and to highlight 
the relevant resources for those subjects.

LESSON: 

13 Additional Business Considerations
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Action PointsTask

1. The following areas are all things that you may need to consider irrespective of where you deliver your 
service. For each item tick the appropriate box and make a note of what you still need to address and the 
resources you need to (re)visit.

Resource In Place To Do N/A

PARQ’s and T’s and C’s Legalities Course   
Insurance Legalities Course   
Risk Assessments Legalities Course   
Data Protection Legalities Course   
Identify your service Practicalities Course   
Pricing Practicalities Course   
Onboarding Practicalities Course   
Systems Practicalities Course   
Check ins Practicalities Course   
Reviews Practicalities Course   
Feedback Practicalities Course   
Testimonials Practicalities Course   
Getting on top of your Finances Finance Course   
Knowing Your Avatar Marketing Course   
Referrals Marketing Course   
Offline Marketing Marketing Course and Marketing Checklist: Mobile, 

Online and Private Facility Trainers   
More In depth marketing Marketing Course and Marketing Checklist: Mobile, 

Online and Private Facility Trainers   
Website Websites Course   
Content Creation Content Creation Download   
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

It’s my strong belief that mobile personal training should only be different from any 
other gym setting in location, not quality. In this lecture, I will outline the goals of the 
programming and delivery element of this course.

LESSON: 

14 Training Introduction
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Action Points
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

In this lecture, Gregg discusses some of the most versatile pieces of training kit for 
mobile trainers and “doing what you can, with what you have, where you are at”.

LESSON: 

15 Kit
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Action Points
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

A concern or challenge for many mobile trainers is continuing to challenge or provide a 
progressive overload for their clients when training load is limited in a mobile setting. In 
this video Gregg discusses how you can simply and easily programme for progressive 
overload.

LESSON: 

16 Progressive Overload 1
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. With novice clients why may we choose to work further from failure?

2. In the single progression method when would we NOT increase load?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

In this lecture, we continue our discussion on programming overload with a look into 
beginner wave, double and triple progression.

LESSON: 

17 Progressive Overload 2
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. How would you describe double progression?

2. How would you describe Triple progression?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

Micro-progressions are key to your delivery as a personal trainer. In this lecture, we 
discuss all of the tools, hints and tricks you can implement in a training session to 
continue to challenge our clients when load is limited.

LESSON: 

18 Micro-Progression 1
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. Micro-progressions are important because…?

2. What will be an example of increasing the lever length in an exercise?

3. Typically how do quicker tempos impact “inertia” or momentum in a squat?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

We continue our exploration of “micro-progressions” with a look at training density, 
support, volume, “hybrid sets” and bilateral to unilateral transitions.

LESSON: 

19 Micro-Progression 2
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. What is training density?

2. Providing less support in an exercise may not be ideal for which training goal?

3. What is a major positive of choosing a staggered or ”b-stance” over true single leg work?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

Our third micro-progression instalment takes a look at load placement and stability, 
“intention” and utilising band tension to provide a “full range challenge”. 

LESSON: 

20 Micro-Progression 3
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. Complete the sentence: Contralateral loading involves.......

2. What is “Intention”?

3. During a squat, where is the exercise typically easiest?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

Our final micro-progression lecture looks at the implementation of manual assistance 
and resistance, manipulating the range of motion, isometrics and the use of eccentrics.

LESSON: 

21 Micro-Progression 4
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. What would “Pause-Go” look like?

2. The 2:1 method is a form of what?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

As trainers, we often battle to find the balance between training repetition to overload 
and training variety to keep things fun and interesting. In this lecture, we look at how you 
can provide that variety with manipulations to exercises, intra and inter-set methods, 
loading types and placement and exercise order and pairings.

LESSON: 

22 Variety 1
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. Complete the sentence: We want enough variety to......

2. Which level of client can handle more variety?

3. Which elements may we try and provide the least variety?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

We continue our discussion on training variety and “making Mexican food”.

LESSON: 

23 Variety 2
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. What would be an example of an inter-set method?

2. What would be an example of intra-set methods?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

In this lecture, we zoom out from the session level and look at long term programming 
for mobile trainers. Aiming to draw together the previously discussed topics into the 
practical example of a client’s training plan in a number of different mobile locations.

LESSON: 

24 Programming 1
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Action Points
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

In this second programming lecture, we take our previous example block of training 
and expand it out into two subsequent blocks, helping you to understand long-term 
programming and ultimately saving you time.

LESSON: 

25 Programming 2
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Action Points
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

In this final technical lecture, we discuss some common modalities and structures to 
client “finishers” in a mobile setting.

LESSON: 

26 Finishers
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. What would be an example of a hypertrophy finisher?

2. What would be an example of a mechanical advantage drop set?

3. What is a combination?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

The aim of this lesson is to apply what you have learnt in this course.

LESSON: 

27 Case Studies
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Action Points

1. Create a full body advanced session in this 
space. This client has access to a barbell and 
150kg of weights and a pull up mate

2. What is your assessment of risks here?
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Tasks

1. Create a semi private, full session plan 
(full body), suitable for beginner and 
intermediate level clients in this space.

2. What is your risk assessment?

3. What kit can you put here?
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Tasks

1. Create a beginners workout for this room
for a woman who wants to get stronger 
legs, glutes and abs.  The client has 2 
children and no childcare so will be present 
in the session

2. What are your session risks?

3. How will you manage the session to involve the kids if they play up?

4. Why will involving the kids make the mother feel competent? (Think SDT)
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Notes
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Notes
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Notes
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Key Learning / Action Date for Completion

Action Plan

Congratulations on completing the course. The key with any education is how you 
intend to use what you’ve learnt.  Take the time to consider the knowledge you 
have gained during this course and how you are going to implement it or change 
what you currently do.  Use the space below to summarise or to plan and set goals 
for the implementation or follow up phase.

Complete the last task to earn the badge  
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